MAXCRUSH™ E200s Automatic Pill Crusher
Operating Instructions
MAXCRUSH™ Automatic Pill Crusher and MAXCRUSH™ Pill Crusher Pouches are an efficient system to automatically
crush tablets into an easy to consume fine powder. ONLY the warranty-approved MAXCRUSH™ Pill Crusher Pouch
should be used with the MAXCRUSH™ E200s Automatic Pill Crusher.
Instructions for Use

1. Pull a warranty approved MAXCRUSH
Crusher Pouch from the package and
squeeze the sides to open. Insert tablet(s)
into the pouch. Depending on the size of
the pills, one or more pills can be crushed
simultaneously.

2. With tablet(s) in the pouch fold one of the
two flaps into the pouch opening. This will
provide a barrier and help prevent
particulate matter from expelling in the
air during crushing. It also protects crushed
medication from spilling.

4. Place the pouch inside the MAXCRUSH
5a.
Automatic Pill Crusher’s specially designed
crushing slot. The crusher slot automatically 5b.
aligns and supports the pouch, providing a
hands free operation.

3. Gripping the second non-folded pouch flap,
you are ready to insert into the MAXCRUSH
Automatic Crusher.

Option 1: Pressing the start/stop button on top of the unit will automatically activate the
regular crushing mode to go through five complete crushing cycles.
Option 2: For very hard pills or when crushing multiple medications, remove the pill
crusher pouch from the crusher after the first cycle and redistribute the pouch contents
with a small shake. Place the pouch back into the crushing slot and hit the Start/Stop
button for another five complete crushing cycles to achieve desired fine powder.

MAXCRUSH™ Crushing Tips
1.
2.
3.
4.

A push of the Stop button during the crushing cycle will stop the crushing action and the crusher will return to the standby
position.
The MAXCRUSH™ Automatic Pill Crusher will automatically power off to conserve the battery life and it will also provide low
battery warnings with a “dee, dee, dee” audible alert.
If you find pills are not crushing as fine as you would like after the series of five cycles, remove the pill crusher pouch from the
crusher and redistribute the contents with a small shake of the pouch or by rolling the pouch between your fingers. Place the
pouch in the crusher slot and hit the Start button to crush again.
Because each medication is different in size and the multiples you choose to crush may vary, you may find a single five cycle
series works best, or you may need multiple crushes with a shake of the pouch 1/2 way through. Experiment and find what works
best for the number and type of medications your patient needs.
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MAXCRUSH™ E200s Automatic Pill Crusher
User Instruction for Battery and Charger
Charging Method
ATTENTION: Before plugging charger into the power outlet, ensure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The cord is in good condition and is not damaged.
The power supply is the same as stated on the charger nameplate.
Plug the charger into a wall receptacle.
Insert battery into charger and when the red light is on, the battery is in
charge mode. If the red light does not come on, check the battery for proper
placement. When the red light goes out, the battery is fully charged.
The charging time will vary depending on temperature and varying voltage.
If the red light does not go off after prolonged charging (4 hours), please
contact your distributor.
Unplug the charger from the wall receptacle.
Remove the battery from the charger and it is ready for service.
Your MAXCRUSH™ Automatic Pill Crusher includes one new battery and it
may need a few charges (2-3) to reach maximum power from charging.

CAUTION: If charged at a voltage rate higher
than the nameplates state, the charger may
burn out.

Tips for extending the life of your charger and battery
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wait 15 minutes between charging batteries, which gives the charger a chance to cool and helps prevent failure due to
overheating.
The charger will not recharge a battery that is hot from use or from an outside heat source. Allow the battery to cool and then
charge.
Recharge the battery before it is completely discharged. This will prolong the battery life.
Try to avoid charging the battery right after hard usage. The battery will be hot and charging at this time will shorten the battery
life. Allow the battery to cool and then charge.

Cleaning and Maintenance
The only maintenance required for the MAXCRUSH™ Automatic Pill Crusher is the occasional wipe with a damp cloth.

Limited Warranty

Manufacturer warrants that the MAXCRUSH™ Automatic Pill Crusher is free of parts defect due to workmanship and functional failure
for one year from date of purchase. Use ONLY the MAXCRUSH™ Pill Crusher Pouch. Use of any other pouches and/or misuse of the
MAXCRUSH™ Automatic Pill Crusher voids the limited warranty.
The MAXCRUSH™ Automatic Pill Crusher battery and charger have a 3 month warranty from the date of purchase free of defects and
functional failure.
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